5/8/2020 Are the Coronavirus Risks Receding?
Message from Christopher Phelps, Advisor
Welcome to week eight of slightly modified lock downs here in sunny southern California.
Beaches are somewhat accessible and a few more stores may open with curbside service. More
broadly, several states across the country are re-opening with somewhat more aggressive
approaches. We have also seen a lot of positive trend data on coronavirus most notably in terms
of hospitalizations, ICU usage, recoveries, and increased testing. When combined with States’
reopening steps, this only bodes well for the U.S. economy and financial markets in the future.
Even better Asia and Europe appear ahead of the U.S. in many of these measures and are
opening up their economies which means the global economy will not be a drag on the U.S.
recovery.
The most significant number reported by the government this week is the April unemployment
numbers topping over twenty million unemployed. Over the last seven weeks over thirty-three
million people have filed unemployment claims albeit at a slowing rate. The good news, such as
it is, many view their job loss as temporary and the estimated unemployment rate is 14.7%. If
you treat the “temporary” label as permanent, then the unemployment rate is about 19.7%.
Horrible numbers among many for sure however, stimulus funds are rolling into employer and
consumer pockets and the effects are beginning to be felt.
Equity markets finished the week up largely due to improving coronavirus numbers and States
beginning the re-opening process. As we continue to ramp up testing expect to see more total
cases of the virus but the statistic to watch is the hospitalizations. Here in California and
nationally hospitalizations have continued to decline. As recoveries continue to increase and
serology testing continues to identify individuals who have previously been infected, the level of
herd immunity will be perceived to increase. Again, this would be a positive development for
both the economy and financial markets.
I have attached to this email the latest commentary from Commonwealth’s Chief Investment
Officer, Brad McMillan. In it he continues to discuss his view of the current state of the virus
pandemic which is relatively positive and he goes a long way to making the case that the U.S.
should re-open its economy (i.e. maybe my comments to him had an effect, probably not).
I read Brad’s commentary and find several optimistic tones along with caveats and risks.
Nevertheless, Brad in general seems to agree with my contention that a lot depends on how soon
we open the economy and how well the consumer responds. I will say this again, we will learn a
lot over the next month or two as we see data roll in from more open economies at both national
and state levels. I continue to be optimistic that this is a short-term phenomenon and that we will
recover relatively soon.

As always, stay safe and healthy!

Christopher L. Phelps, CPA/PFS, CFP®, AIF®
Principal

Are the Coronavirus Risks Receding?
Christopher L. Phelps
Over the past week, we’ve seen signs of continued progress in the coronavirus pandemic.
Further, if we look at the monthly data to establish a broader context, we see the results are
surprisingly positive as well. So, are the bigger risks behind us? Let’s take a closer look.
Did We Flatten the Curve?
Growth rate. You can see from the chart below that the new case growth rate went from more
than 15 percent per day at the beginning of April to the present level of about 2 percent per day.
Put another way, the number of new cases was doubling in less than a week at the start of April;
as we enter May, that doubling rate has gone to more than five weeks. This shift is a significant
improvement—we have succeeded in flattening the curve at a national level.

Source: Data from worldometer.com

Daily testing rate. We have also made real progress on testing, with the daily test rate up from
just over 100,000 per day at the start of April to well over 200,000 per day at the start of May.
While this level is still not where we need it to be, it represents real progress.

Source: Data from the COVID Tracking Project

Positive test results. Another way of seeing this progress is to look at the percentage of each
day’s tests that are positive. Ideally, this number would be low, as we want to be testing
everyone and not just those who are obviously sick. The lower this number gets, the wider the
testing is getting. Here again, we can see the positive level has halved from the peak. More
people are getting tests, which means we have a better grasp of how the pandemic is spreading.

Source: Data from the COVID Tracking Project

New cases per day. The improvement in new cases per day is less dramatic, down from 30,00035,000 to about 25,000. But this number is better than it looks. With the wider range of testing
and with the number of tests doubling, other things being equal, we would expect reported cases
to increase in proportion to the number of tests. In fact, we have seen the number of daily cases
ebb and flow with the testing data. But overall the trend is down—by more than 20 percent from
the start of April—despite the doubling in the number of tests.

Source: Data from worldometer.com

We continue to make progress on controlling the coronavirus pandemic, but the point here is how
much progress we have made. We are not out of the woods yet. But we are at the end of the
beginning of the process and moving in the right direction.
Has the Economic Damage Peaked?
While layoffs continue, there are signs that the damage may have peaked and is starting to
recede. Weekly initial unemployment claims are down by more than half from the peak,
suggesting that much of the damage has already been done. If the decline continues at this pace,
we could see layoffs normalize in the next month. That decline does not mean the economy is
good. It does mean the economy is getting less bad, which is a necessary step in getting to good.

Even as the economic damage mounts, the federal aid is also mounting. At the start of April, the
programs were not in place. Now, substantial amounts of cash are flowing into the economy via
the stimulus payments, expanded unemployment insurance, and loan programs for businesses,
which should help keep demand alive until the economy reopens (which might not be that long).

Is It Time to Reopen?
The benefits. Several European countries have started to reopen their economies since the start
of May, and a number of U.S. states are opening as well. As we reopen, we certainly face risks,
but there are also real benefits. First, the emerging fact that the lockdown does indeed have an
end should help support consumer confidence, which is a necessary ingredient of any recovery.
Second, it will help employment and spending, bringing some of those laid-off employees back
to work. Third, we will learn a lot about how the reopening works, which will substantially
reduce uncertainty going forward.
The risks. There are certainly risks, the biggest of which is a second large wave of the pandemic.
Reopening means loosening the social-distancing restrictions and exposing more people to
infection risk, which could certainly inflate case counts. At the same time, if people continue to
do things like wear masks and maintain distance, that additional case growth might be minimal.
That will be something we will learn, and it seems probable that most people will act in a safe
manner.
Another potential risk is that, even with the reopening, consumers will be slow to return and
spending growth will not return to what was normal any time soon. This outcome seems
probable, especially in the early stages. Here again, this is something that could end up doing
better than expected.
We will have to reopen at some point. If we can do so without too much additional infection risk,
that will be worth finding out. And, the bigger-picture perspective here is that at the start of
April, we didn’t know whether we would control the pandemic or not. And a month later? We
are planning to reopen in many areas. This is real progress.
Market implications. For the financial markets, right now the assumption is that the reopening
and recovery will go well and quickly. Markets are priced for a rapid end to the pandemic and a
V-shaped economic recovery. If the May reopening goes well, those assumptions will look much
less uncertain—to the likely further benefit of the markets.
We’ve Come a Long Way
Looking back over a month, the surprising thing is just how much progress we have made and
how we have moved from something approaching panic to a measured approach to reopening the
economy. We are not yet out of the woods, and there are certainly significant risks going
forward, with a second wave of infections being the biggest. But the thing to keep in mind is that
many of the biggest risks are moving behind us.
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